Q & A

1. Where is material in the specifications?
   A: In the specifications.

2. Does wire requirement include switches, etc.?
   A: Yes, all equipment is included.

3. The 65 day timeline to coordinate the material is not doable. What is being done to coordinate material?
   A: We will make the responsibility for coordination clear and the duration is being adjusted.

4. Who is responsible for managing the warranty?
   A: The supplier. There is a process for the Project Manager to follow up in the warranty.

5. Please provide clarification on the self-performance component in JOC and Formal.
   A: 51% of the C-10 work must be self-performed in JOC; 100% of the C-10 in formal.

6. Additional clarification regarding the 100% of the C-10 work – what about the ATU/C-7 work?
   A: 100% of the C-10 work is required to be completed by contractor, ATU or C-7 work can be performed by a sub contractor.

7. Please confirm the negative assessment on the lead/asbestos/air sampling and the additional front cost.
   A: NA is not required for Facilities projects as we are not abating lead or asbestos, however 16 hour trained lead and asbestos worker are required for Facilities projects. If lead and asbestos are abated air samples will be required at an additional cost cover by the district.
8. **How do we determine whether the duration is 45 or 60 days on type II?**
   A: The project/job duration is spelled out in the Advertisement, Invitation to Bid, Document 00100, Bid and Acceptance Form, Document 00400, which are bidding documents that are included with the technical specifications.

9. **If we are prequalified as a General Contractor; must we apply for separate PQ?**
   A: Yes, both the LAN Modernization (ITD) and WLAN Bundling Program (PEX) have experience requirements outside of the formal prequalification requirements.

10. **For the JOC Prequalification; is hospital work an acceptable substitute for public works?**
    A: Yes. Because medical grade requirements are considered an equal standard to public works, experience for work performed for hospitals is acceptable.

11. **Manpower Issue with PSA.**
    A: The LAUSD PSA coordination team is closely monitoring the manpower supply and demand for low voltage workers in the greater Los Angeles area. A labor strategy is in place to ensure that manpower will not be an impediment to project progress. Contractors and unions who have questions or concerns about manpower issues should contact the District's PSA Administration Unit at (213) 241-4686.

12. **Is the local hire requirement still in force for these projects?**
    A: Yes, PSA Section 3.5 requires a minimum of 50 percent of each contractor’s workforce to reside within the District boundaries. A list of eligible zip codes that define the District’s general residency requirement can be viewed at the following internet link: [http://www.laschools.org/contractor/fca/fs-fca/download/psa/documents/Zip_Code_List.pdf](http://www.laschools.org/contractor/fca/fs-fca/download/psa/documents/Zip_Code_List.pdf). However, the PSA allows contractors to hire or transfer additional workers who reside outside the District boundaries to a PSA-covered project if District residents are not available.

13. **There are Department of Justice issues in delay to get confirmation and the requirement for separate screening per project vs. district. What are the work-arounds?**
    A: We have line of sight and will check into expanding the DOJ clearance to multiple sites.
14. **Can the start time be pushed back so that work can commence after the school day is over?**
   A: Yes. It is possible to change the start time to 4:00 p.m.

15. **Is the $2m experience requirement for Prequalification for the overall job or the C-10 component?**
   A: The C-10 experience requirements is for self-performed electrical (C10) work on a single project.

16. **Does the Owner Controlled Insurance Program (OCIP) apply to these projects?**
   A: Yes for formal WLAN projects; no on LAN Modernization projects

17. **We have heard that there is no Project-Specific Prequalification for the ITD LAN Mod & Telecom program.**
   A: That is incorrect. The special pre-qualification remains in place. In order to bid the LAN Modernization projects for the ITD LAN Mod & Telecom program, approval under the LAN Modernization and Telecommunications RFQ is required. The form is available at [http://www.laschools.org/new-site/prequalification/special-forms](http://www.laschools.org/new-site/prequalification/special-forms).